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Chapter 17
Ecological, historical and social explanations
for low rates of food sharing among Mikea foragers
of southwest Madagascar
Bram Tucker
Of anything they have, if it be asked for,
they never say no, but do rather invite the
person to accept it, and show as much lovingness as if they would give their hearts.
Christopher Columbus speaking
of indigenous Taino of Hispanola,
quoted in Josephy (1994, 115)

and what I mean when I say that Mikea rarely share.
Division and distribution of food is to some degree a
human universal; raising human offspring requires
that parents provide food to their children, and this is
a hallmark of the human species (Hrdy 1999). Hereafter, I refer to sharing among close relatives or within
a household as ‘household provisioning’. I restrict the
term ‘food sharing’ for distribution of food beyond the
immediate family. Among Mikea, household provisioning is routine, but food sharing is rare.
Mikea do not think of themselves as stingy; they
have a sharing ethic, and they place a high value on
generosity. To call someone generous (matarike) is the
best compliment Mikea give, just as stingy (matity) is
among the worst insults. In common with all peoples
of Madagascar, when Mikea sit to a meal, if others in
their vicinity are not eating, it is customary to call out,
‘welcome to our food’ (mandroso sakafo)! The most common response is yes (eka), a polite way of saying no.
And yet, when Mikea consume meals inside
their cramped houses, they are not obliged to call out
‘welcome to our food’, except if a neighbour happens
to be at the right place to witness the meal through
an open doorway. Mikea camps and villages are not
organized to encourage public view of private, indoor
spaces; typically, doors point north, in contrast to
some Kalahari and Congo foraging settlements where
doors point inward to public space (Kitanishi 2000;
Tanaka 1980). Mikea foragers often return from foraging in secret and stash their prey inside houses before
appearing in public view, claiming, if asked, that they
were unsuccessful and had not caught anything. Once,
when a young forager reported this to me, I pointed
to the obvious bundle of freshly dug tubers sitting just
inside his doorway; he then felt obliged to give me a
portion. Mikea have a sharing ethic, but they avoid
situations where the ethic should be fulfilled.
Anthropologists study food sharing because the
simple acts of giving and receiving food exemplify

I only share food with those who give food
to me.
I don’t give to other people [outside the
household] because they are stingy.
I take care of my own first.
Mikea informants during social
network interviews, June 2017
Generous, public division and distribution of food to
distant kin and non-kin is a staple of hunter-gatherer
ethnography (Altman & Peterson 1988; Bird-David
1990; Kaplan & Hill 1985; Marlowe 2010; Wenzel et al.
2000; Wiessner 2002) and of textbook descriptions of
foraging societies (Ember et al. 2011, 297; Guest 2014,
536; Haviland 2002, 165; Kottak 2015, 311; Miller 2010,
63; Park 2006, 204; Scupin & DeCorse 2012, 327). For
example, among Ache hunter-gatherers of Paraguay,
households give away 70 to 90 per cent of all of the
wild and domesticated foods they obtain, both in the
context of forest foraging and when living on reservation farms (Gurven & Kaplan 2002). In this chapter,
I describe the case of Mikea, a hunting and gathering
population of southwest Madagascar, who do not
share food in this manner. In a previous study, I documented that Mikea in one community transferred
less than 15 per cent of raw plant and animal foods
from one household to another, and only a third of
prepared meals (Tucker 2004).
In this chapter I consider potential historical, evolutionary, and social explanations for non-sharing. But
first, allow me to clarify what I mean by food sharing,
237
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ear social evolutionism, and earlier Enlightenment-era
constructions of ‘man in the state of nature’ lacking
private property (Barnard 1999). A quick glance at the
ethnographic record for farmers and herders finds
ample evidence that food sharing is not the exclusive
domain of foragers (in agreement with Sillander, chapter 5). Agro-pastoral ancestry alone does not explain
low rates of food sharing among Mikea.
Second, I consider possible evolutionary explanations for why Mikea rarely share, explanations
which assume individual self-interest: kin selection,
reciprocal altruism, trade, costly signalling, and tolerated scrounging. I revisit an explanation that I have
offered in a previous publication (Tucker 2004), that
Mikea rarely share food because their foods are either
too small to satisfy other claimants, or are equally
available to everyone so that sharing is not necessary,
consistent with the ‘tolerated scrounging’ model
(Blurton Jones 1984; Winteralder 1996b). I critique
my previous argument on the grounds that while it
is sufficient-- the evidence matches the predictions of
the tolerated scrounging model), it is not necessary-- it
does not demonstrate that Mikea food sharing results
from a contest of self-interests.
Third, I consider the act of not sharing from a
social exchange perspective; does not giving food to
others constitute, as Mauss (1967 [1925], 11) said of
the unreturned gift, ‘a declaration of war; a refusal of
friendship…’? Among Mikea, not sharing seems to be
an accepted norm that coexists with the obligation to
share. As Mikea have been increasingly drawn into the
market economy, they may have shifted to thinking
of foods as commodities and private property. As
they have become increasingly impoverished, they
may find themselves not wanting to share the few
resources they have.
I offer ethnographic and theoretical conclusions.
I argue that Mikea sharing behaviour is a complicated
result of history, strategy, and social institutions. Sharing and not sharing are behaviours that result from an
overlapping set of contradictory norms of common,
clan, and private property, resulting from massive
social changes over the past centuries. I argue that we
should expect hunter-gatherer food sharing to be a
complicated mix of history, strategy, and social facts.
This, then, suggests that researchers should embrace
theoretical pluralism. Researchers must search for
causes of behaviour rather than associations between
invented categories such as hunter-gatherer and behaviours such as sharing. I argue that recent advances in
evolutionary anthropology associated with group selection may offer a bridge in the historical gap between
evolutionary and social anthropologists, so that the
time right for fruitful theoretical cross-pollination.

sociality and cooperation, and reveal social norms
of generosity, property, and value (Bird-David 1990;
Hunt 2000; Wenzel et al. 2000; Winterhalder 1996a).
Both evolutionary and social anthropologists have
published prolifically about hunter-gatherer food
sharing, but without much obvious intellectual
cross-pollination. Perhaps this is because evolutionary
and social scholars begin with different assumptions
about human nature.
Neo-Darwinian evolutionary anthropologists of
the late twentieth century tended to assume that individual organisms are self-interested and competitive,
for the simple reason that if particular individuals are
more interested in the good of others than in their
own good, these individuals would be less likely than
their selfish competitors to survive and reproduce,
and less likely to pass their generous behaviours on
to future generations. (More recently, some evolutionary anthropologists have embraced an alternative
vision human nature, expecting widespread generosity among distant kin and non-kin based on group
selection arguments; I discuss this at the end of this
chapter). From the perspective of self-interest, the
challenge of food sharing studies is to explain how
apparent altruistic generosity could in fact provide
selfish advantages for the giver (Gurven & Kaplan
2002; Hawkes & Bliege Bird 2002; Hawkes et al. 1991;
Kaplan & Hill 1985; Winterhalder 1996a).
In contrast to neo-Darwinian approaches, social
anthropologists tend to assume from the outset that
humans are social, and focus instead on how material exchanges create, maintain, and change social
structure (Hunt 2000). The challenge for social anthropologists has been to explain how the morality food
sharing changes with new commodities, new values,
and new trading partners (Bird-David 1990; Fortier
2000; Kitanishi 2000; Wenzel 2000).
I begin my analysis of Mikea food sharing by
considering explanations based on history and property institutions. Unlike some of the foraging societies
that populate the anthropological imagination, Mikea
have only been foragers for the past few centuries,
their recent ancestors having been herders and farmers (Tucker 2003; Yount et al. 2001). It could be that
Mikea rarely share because they maintain agro-pastoral norms and institutions within which food is
the property of corporate descent groups. There are
some valid cultural-ecological reasons to expect this
(Netting 1968; Bates 2005), and indeed, agro-pastoral
traditions probably do explain why Mikea share livestock meat. But I question why anthropologists have
historically framed food sharing as a ‘species-typical
trait’ exclusive to hunter-gatherers. This framing, I
argue, is a residue of discredited Victorian-era unilin238
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lar cash crop) and sharecropped manioc and rice fields
owned by neighbouring Masikoro.
In common with other hunter-gatherer populations, Mikea are mystified and exoticized by neighbouring non-foragers (Poyer & Kelly 2000). City folk
have told me repeatedly that it is impossible to see
Mikea because they instantly flee into the forest when
visitors approach. When I insist that I have met many
Mikea, I am usually told that these must have been
‘false Mikea’, for ‘true Mikea’ are extremely timid and
can vanish in plain sight. Others have told me that
Mikea are pygmies, lack language, eat their food raw,
and sleep in burrows within the sand. In the Masikoro
village of Antanimieva, only a dozen kilometres from
the Mikea Forest, a community leader told me in 1996
that Mikea are descendants of Vazimba, aboriginal
inhabitants of Madagascar. All of these statements
are false. Mikea are normal human beings, not dwarfs
or mutes or hiders or ancestors. They speak the same
language and follow many of the same customs as
other Malagasy.
Madagascar National Parks established the
Mikea Forest National Park in 2012. Park rules permit
Mikea live in some parts of the park, and to forage
throughout the park. But in practice, Mikea who exercise these rights have found themselves confronted
by false park guards, who demand phony fines. As a
result, many Mikea have voluntarily left the forest to
settle near agricultural communities, where sharecropping and agricultural wage labour provide meagre
subsistence. Foraging continues to play a major role
in the food supply.

Mikea of Madagascar
The people of rural southwestern Madagascar, north
of the provincial capital of Toliara, classify themselves
as Mikea, Masikoro and Vezo based on dual criteria:
subsistence specialization and family history. To be
Mikea means that one is a hunter-gatherer, whereas
Masikoro are agro-pastoralists, and Vezo are coastal
fishers and sailors. To some degree, purported subsistence specializations are symbolic of political fealty or
resistance to the precolonial Andrevola Kings, rather
than accurate descriptions of economic specializations.
Masikoro are those whose ancestors were loyal vassals to the kings, paying tribute in slaves, cattle, and
agricultural staples. Vezo remember ancestors who
evaded the kings by sailing away to sea (Astuti 1995;
Poyer & Kelly 2000; Tucker 2003; Yount et al. 2001).
Mikea recall that their ancestors were Masikoro and
Vezo who moved their families and livestock into the
dense, dry, deciduous Mikea Forest (Alamikea), and
transitioned to hunting-and-gathering, to establish
independence from the Andrevola Kings, and later,
French Colonial agents.
Mikea, Masikoro and Vezo identify first and
foremost as Malagasy people (olo gasy), and generally
think of themselves as the same basic ‘kind of person’
(karazanolo). The three groups share an overlapping set
of clan memberships and genealogical and commercial
ties, and they have similar dialects and customs. But
in a recent survey (N=30), 83 per cent of informants
said that it was impossible for a Mikea to ever become
a Masikoro or a Vezo, and vice versa.
Mikea hunt and gather for a living. Mikea forage
for wild ovy tubers (Dioscorea acuminata), water-engorged babo tubers (Dioscorea bemandry), honey (Apis
melifera), and small game, including tenrecs (African
hedgehogs, Echinops telfairi and Tenrec ecaudatus),
mouse lemurs (Microcebus murinus), a variety of birds,
and wild cat (Felis silvestris). In the basins of Ihotre,
Namonte and Bevondro they fish for tilapia (Paratilapia spp.) and the invasive snakehead fish (Channa
striata), and some Mikea forage for marine prey in the
Bay of Fagnemotse. Mikea are unlike other foragers
in that there is almost no available large game, the
exception being the exceedingly rare bushpig (Potamocorus larvatus).
Foraging has probably never been the exclusive
profession of Mikea. Fields and pastures feature
prominently in Mikea oral histories (Tucker 2003).
Nineteenth century Mikea archaeological sites in the
Namonte Basin show evidence of cattle pens (unpublished results of Douglass & Tucker, 2017). In the 1990s
when I started working with Mikea, most households
had forest swiddens for growing maize (then a popu-

Mikea food sharing
In order to systematically document how frequently
Mikea do and do not share food, I observed meals
in the forest camp of Belò in January-March of 1998
(Tucker 2004) as part of my dissertation research
(Tucker 2001). Each time I observed a meal at Belò, I
recorded the kinds of foods eaten, and the names of
consumers, food preparers, and food producers (the
persons who obtained the food from nature, fields, or
pens). If producer, preparer and consumer were in the
same household, I classified the meal as ‘household
provisioning’. If the producer and preparer were in
different households, this indicated sharing of raw
(unprepared) foods. If the preparer and consumers
were in different households, this was evidence of
sharing of prepared meals.
Kaplan & Hill (1985) and Gurven & Kaplan
(2002) used similar methods to quantify food sharing
among Ache of Paraguay, who spend part of the year
foraging nomadically and part of the year in agricul239
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Table 17.1. Per cent of different types of food given away to other households among Mikea of Madagascar and Ache of Paraguay.
Mikea of Madagascar
(Tucker 2004)

Ache of Paraguay
(Gurven & Kaplan 2002)

Raw

Meals

Forest

Reservation

Wild plants

6

28

70

91

Wild animals

0

13

89

90

87

Honey

8

28

Agricultural

10

36

78

Livestock meat

14

77

N (observations)

85

403

91
5609

=

380

=

=

=

HH 1

=

=

=

HH 2

=

=

=

HH 6

HH 3
=
HH 4

=

HH 5

Household
cluster 1

Household
cluster 2

*
HH 2

HH 1

HH 3

HH 5

Man, woman
Married
House

*

Unoccupied
house

*

HH 4
Researcher’s
house
N

Boy, girl

*

HH 6

Ramada
(storage, shade)

0

5m

Figure 17.1. Map of the forest camp of Belò in 1998, when food sharing data were collected. Mikea households
formed two clusters, differentiated by space and kinship. Cluster 1 self-identified with the Marofote clan, and Cluster 2
with the Tsimitiha and Tsimamorike clans. This figure was originally published elsewhere (Tucker 2004) and is reprinted
with permission.
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accumulation, technology, art, and commerce. In the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, classical economists like Adam Ferguson, Adam Smith and Karl
Marx transformed ‘natural man’ into the earliest evolutionary stage, characterized by either an absence of
property or rudimentary property rights of transitory
resources. Schemes like Smith’s proposed trajectory
of hunters-shepherd-farmers-merchants inspired
Victorian-era schemes like Morgan’s savagery-barbarism-civilization.
Twentieth-century anthropology was borne
from a rejection of unilinear evolutionism, which
proved factually insufficient and inspired by racist
and colonial agendas (Stocking 1974). However, the
association of foragers with common pool resources,
and farmers and herders with private property, persisted in different forms.
For example, cultural ecology texts by Netting
(1968) and Bates (2005) among others offer basic formulae linking environmental challenges, subsistence
modes, property relations, and social organization,
with the caveat that we should expect variation from
these formulae. The formula for foragers starts with
the key environmental challenge of resource unpredictability, caused by dispersed, seasonal and migratory prey. Foragers solve this problem with social
flexibility and interconnectedness, which facilitates
mobility and fluctuating band size, allowing foragers
to form opportunistic aggregations around temporary
resources. Foragers achieve social flexibility by levelling status differences, through flexible and inclusive
notions of kinship, and of course, by routinely sharing
food and other items, which builds friendships and
minimizes status differences.
The formula for farmers and herders begins with
a different set of environmental challenges. Because
they control the reproduction of crops and livestock,
they must worry about tenure, about who has access
rights to the animals and lands in which their labour
is invested. The social solution is corporate descent
groups (Bates 2005, 122–3). Descent groups own,
allocate and bequeath property, schedule labour,
and adjudicate property disputes. We do not expect
farmers and herders to share food equally with close
kin, distant kin and non-kin, because food is property,
and legally must be divided according to kinship and
descent calculus.

tural villages. Table 17.1 contrasts the frequency that
different kinds of foods were shared among Mikea
(Tucker 2004) and Ache (Gurven & Kaplan 2002).
Mikea shared less than 15 per cent of raw foods, and
0 per cent of animal prey, contrasted to Ache, who
shared 70 to 90 per cent of all foods, and 89 per cent
of animal prey, specifically.
Mikea shared prepared meals of wild and
domesticated plants and honey roughly one-third of
time, and meals involving game meat 13 per cent of
the time.
Meal sharing was patterned by kinship and proximity. As Figure 17.1 displays, the six household that
were resident at Belò during the observation formed
two clusters of three households each, separated by
physical space and kin distance. Households within
the same cluster would sometimes share cooking
responsibilities or accept the customary invitation to
join meals. Of meals in which preparers and consumers came from different households, they belonged
to the same household cluster 90 per cent of the time
(Tucker 2004).
The only food that was widely shared was meat
from slaughtered livestock. Because this is a relatively
rare event, the frequency of sharing of raw livestock
meat in this table, 14 per cent, does not match longerterm observation. When a cow or goat is killed, it
is customary to deliver a portion of raw meat to all
households, including visitors. The one time I was
present when foragers brought home a wild bushpig,
this large game was also distributed in this manner.
Why Mikea rarely share, explanation 1:
culture history and property relations
Theory
Why do anthropologists expect hunter-gatherers to
share, and, by implication, why we do expect farmers
and herders not to share? Barnard (1999) argues that,
from the genesis of the hunter-gatherer category,
a forager was a person without private property.
Seventeenth-century European social philosophers
constructed the forager (referred to as a natural man,
a man in the state of nature, a savage, a primitive, or
a hunter) primarily from speculation, as a heuristic
foil to ‘civilization’. Hugo Grotius and, a century
later, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, asserted that man in
the state of nature had only common pool resources.
Domestication, they argued, led to violent attempts
to monopolize property, resulting in the need for
the state, law, and private tenure. Samuel Pufendorf
and Thomas Hobbes lamented that, without law and
the state, man in the state of nature was unable to
trust his fellows sufficiently to allow for property,

History and property among Mikea
Mikea conform to some aspects of cultural ecologists’
formula for foragers, and some aspects of cultural
ecologists’ formulae for farmers and herders. Like
many foragers, Mikea tend to be quite mobile, moving, according to opportunity and ability, among
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different patrilineal clans. This is weak evidence in
support of food as corporate descent group property.
The explanation is marginally sufficient, in that clan
membership predicts sharing of prepared meals; but it
is unclear why raw foods would not be shared among
clan members. The explanation is not necessary, for
kin-based sharing of meals is equally consistent with
evolutionary and social-exchange explanations for
food sharing.

numerous patches of wild foods, agricultural fields,
and cash earning activities. Mikea community formation corresponds with what Sillander (in chapter 5 of
this volume) call ‘open aggregation’, meaning that
communities easily expand to welcome new members. Wild resources are common pool but are not
open-access. One must ask permission of the camp’s
elders before foraging near an established camp. The
elders legitimize their own right to live where they
do by citing the actions of recent ancestors. Although
Mikea lack the kind of open kinship rules documented
among Ju/’hoansi by Lee (1979), or the forms of bilateral ‘relatedness’ that Sillander (chapter 5) argues
facilitates sharing, visitors wishing to join a camp can
often find some kin relationship to justify their request.
Mikea, like other agro-pastoral Malagasy and
East Africans, traditionally managed rights to livestock, agricultural land, and people through membership in patrilineal corporate clans. Before the French
conquest of the Andrevola kings in 1898 and for many
decades after, livestock and land were clan property.
The clan head (mpitankazomanga) and other clan elders
organized labour, distributed resources, adjudicated
disputes, and organized ceremonies to honour the
ancestors with cattle sacrifice, including marriage
(soratse), rights of filiation (soroanake), circumcision of
boys (savatse), healing ceremonies (soro and bilo), and
funerals (faty). Like other African agro-pastoralists,
marriage requires the payment of brideprice in cattle,
and children remain in their mother’s clan until the
father performs rites of filiation. The authority of clans
has diminished over the twentieth century, a legacy of
French and Malagasy governmental efforts to privatize
property, accompanied by increasing livestock poverty. Today, cattle and land are titled in the names of
individuals, although clan obligations to share remain.
Agro-pastoral property norms clearly explain
how and why Mikea share one class of foods, slaughtered livestock meat. Livestock are not just large
resources; slaughtered cattle (and to a lesser degree,
goats) symbolize links to ancestors. Sacrificed animals
are divided according to a rather strict recipe, with the
meat around the tail being reserved for the clan head
or officiating elder, the feet, heart, and tongue eaten
by the sponsor of the ceremony, the liver and zebu’s
hump served in small pieces to all attendees, etc. When
the animal is slaughtered strictly for food purposes, a
reduced set of these rules is applied. In both contexts,
all in attendance receive some portion of meat.
If Mikea at Belò in 1998 considered agricultural
foods to be clan property, we would expect sharing
within clans. This appears consistent with the pattern
of within-cluster sharing of prepared meals at Belò,
for the two household clusters in Figure 1 belong to

Why Mikea rarely share, explanation 2:
competitive self-interest
Theory
According to the individual selectionist logic that
has dominated evolutionary theory until recently,
altruistic individuals who provide benefits to others
at a cost to themselves are at a disadvantage relative
to selfish competitors, so that selfish individuals will
have more children and flood future generations with
selfish traits (assuming that altruism and selfishness
are somehow heritable, biologically or culturally).
The fact that humans perform apparently altruistic
behaviours routinely suggests to the evolutionary
anthropologist that such behaviours are not truly
altruistic, but provide some form of selfish, competitive advantage (Hawkes et al. 1991; Kaplan & Hill
1985; Winterhalder 1996a).
Possible selfish explanations for food sharing
included kin selection, that generosity with those who
share your traits, such as kin, will promote the survival and reproduction of those traits (Hamilton 1964);
reciprocal altruism, that people take turns giving and
receiving food, potentially evening out differences in
food supply and reducing the risks of unsuccessful
hunts (Trivers 1971); mutualism or trade, that in sharing, foragers exchange one type of value for another,
for mutual benefit (Kaplan and Hill 1985); tolerated
scrounging, that foragers give away surplus food to
pre-empt others’ costly requests (Blurton Jones 1984);
and showing off and costly signalling, that men share
meat to gain status and mating opportunities, or to
advertise their quality as a mate (Hawkes & Bliege
Bird 2002). Researchers found evidence supporting
each explanation in different ecological and cultural
settings (kin selection, Ziker & Schnegg 2005; reciprocal altruism, Gurven & Kaplan 2002; mutualistic trade,
Kaplan & Hill 1985; tolerated scrounging, Tucker 2004;
showing off, Hawkes et al. 1991; costly signalling, Smith
et al. 2003).
Mikea food sharing as a self-interested contest
At first glance it appears as though food sharing at Belò
is predicted by kin selection, for most foods are kept
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of prey, and how hard scroungers will work to obtain
portions, depends on the size of the prey and the marginal utility of portions. For a medium-to-large size
prey, the utility of portions diminishes over quantity;
the producer values the first several portions highly,
because they will feed her family, but the n+1th portion
is less valuable, and the n+2th portion is worth even
less. If the value of a marginal portion is less than the
costs of defending that portion from scroungers, then
it makes more sense to give that unit away to scroungers. The contest between producers and scroungers
may not be publicly visible. The producer, as she
returns to camp, may make a subconscious mental
calculation, and decide to give portions away to preempt neighbour’s costly scrounging behaviours.
Winterhalder (1996b) offered predictions about
how resource size (small versus medium-to-large) and
synchrony (the number of households with access to
the food at a time) predict food sharing behaviours.
When foods are small, producers will work hard to
defend each unit. Small food packets constitute few
portions, so there are no marginal portions with
diminished utility. When foods are medium-to-large,
producers are more likely to cede portions to scroungers, because the utility of these marginal portions is
diminished. When foods are synchronously acquired,
there is no contest between haves and have-nots, for
everyone is a producer. When foods are asynchronously acquired, scroungers scrounge and producers
defend. These predictions correspond rather well with
Mikea sharing behaviours by food type, as summarized in Table 17.2.
Box 1 contains small, synchronously acquired
foods, including small fruits (Flacourtia indica, Zizyphus
spp.) and wild melons (Citrullus lanatus). They are
neither dunned nor shared because, when in season,
anyone can collect them almost as easily as asking for
them from a neighbour. Box 2 contains medium-tolarge, synchronously acquired foods, including raw
and cooked wild ovy tubers and domesticated maize
and manioc. These foods are synchronous because all

within the household by close kin, and when meals are
shared, they are shared preferentially with closer kin
rather than distant kin. However, kin selection theory
does not necessarily predict household provisioning.
It predicts a preferential distribution of food to those
who share all heritable traits, genetic and cultural, a
set of people who, at Belò, would include more than
just parents and siblings. It is also worth noting that
the individuals who did the most sharing at Belò
were the food preparers, who were mostly women
married into the family, who were giving food to their
husbands’ relatives rather than their own genetic kin.
I did find evidence for reciprocal sharing of prepared
meals, for the number of times household X gave prepared food to household Y is strongly associated with
the number of times Y gave to X (Spearman’s rho =
0.861, p=0.000). Rather than risk reduction, reciprocal
sharing of meals may be a form of turn-taking (sensu
Gurven & Kaplan 2002), given the high time costs of
transforming dried staples into edible porridge. But
neither kin selection nor reciprocal altruism explains
why prepared meals are shared more often than raw
foods. Showing off and costly signalling do not appear
to be valid explanations, for Mikea foragers were very
secretive about their foraging successes, and there was
almost no hunting of large game.
I have argued (Tucker 2004) that Mikea food
sharing is best explained with Blurton Jones’s (1984)
concept of tolerated scrounging, as formalized by
Winterhalder (1996b). Imagine a forager returning
to camp with prey, and imagine that her campmates
were less successful or ambitious. Let us call this successful forager ‘the producer’, and her empty-handed
campmates ‘scroungers’. The tolerated scrounging
model envisions producers and scroungers entering
into a contest of competing self-interests.
The producer wants to keep as much of the prey
as she can, through physical defence or subterfuge.
Scroungers want to acquire food from the producer,
by wheedling, demand-sharing, or outright theft.
How hard the producer will work to defend portions

Table 17.2. Mikea food types and the predictions of Winterhalder’s (1996b) marginal utility model of tolerated theft (based on Blurton Jones 1984).
Small size
Producer will defend

Medium-to-large size
Producer can afford to give away marginal
portions to pre-empt scrounging

Synchronously acquired
Few, if any, scroungers

Box 1:
• Wild fruits & melons

Box 2:
• Agricultural staples
• Wild plant foods
• Porridge (prepared staples)

Asynchronously acquired
Scroungers actively scrounging

Box 3
• Small animal prey: tenrecs, lemurs,
birds, cats

Box 4:
• Slaughtered livestock
• Bushpig
• Baskets of tenrecs and buckets of honey
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scholars, inspired by the writings of Mauss, Polanyi
and Sahlins, explored the many ways in which giving
food and gifts builds social relations and social structure (Hunt 2000). Contributions by Wenzel (2000),
Fortier (2000) and Kitanishi (2000) among others
explored how contemporary hunter-gatherers, living
on the frontier of agro-pastoral and industrial societies, adapted traditional morally charged gift giving
traditions to money and commodities and exchanges
with outsiders.
In Sahlins’ (1968) well-tread terms, food sharing
is generalized reciprocity, giving without expectation
of receiving a return gift. Generalized reciprocity is a
‘moral’ exchange because it strengthens social ties, and
so generalized reciprocity is expected to be the norm
among close kin. Bird-David (1990) argues that some
foragers extend ‘primary metaphors’ of close kinship
to all group members, with the forest as a generous
parent, facilitating generalized reciprocity. This is akin
to Sillander’s concept of ‘relatedness’ in chapter 5.
Market exchange typifies balanced reciprocity,
when two parties exchange goods of roughly equivalent value. Such exchanges carry very little moral
valence because they do not engender future debts or
social intercourse. Economic anthropologists expect
that market exchange may erode traditional social
cohesion by replacing generalized with balanced reciprocity (Dalton 1965; Polanyi 1957). A classic example
of this was the collapse of prestige market spheres
among Nigeria’s Tiv, which transformed cattle, brass
rods, slaves and wives into market commodities
(Bohannan 1955).
Not sharing food would appear to exemplify
what Sahlins (1968) called negative reciprocity, profiting at others’ expense; ‘a declaration of war’ (Mauss
1925, 115). Ethnographers have reported negative
reciprocity resulting from extreme poverty. During
famines, Ik of Uganda (Turnbull 1972) and Gwembe
Tonga of Zambia (1979) neglected traditional social
institutions and went out of their way to avoid sharing
obligations, as have Mpimbwe of Tanzania with the
collapse of traditional social institutions and rising
income inequality (Kasper & Borgerhoff Mulder 2015).

households tend to harvest and prepare them simultaneously. Producers offer to share these foods by
eating in public and calling invitations to others to join
them, with the confidence that few people will accept
the invitation, because they themselves already have
these foods. In Box 3 we find small, asynchronously
acquired resources, particularly, small animal prey.
Producers actively avoid sharing these foods by hiding
them and consuming them indoors, while scroungers
try to spot these foods through open doorways and
imperfect bark or grass walls, to demand-share them.
In Box 4 we find medium-to-large foods that are asynchronously acquired. Here we find livestock meat and
bushpig, the only foods that Mikea share openly.
The only foods that do not fit the predictions of
the model are baskets of tenrecs and buckets of honey,
which are medium-to-large foods, asynchronously
acquired, but are rarely shared. I argued that, despite
their size, these foods are unlikely to have diminishing
marginal utility. Tenrecs, which estivate (dry-season
hibernate) for nine months per year, preserve perfectly
without any effort on the forager’s part, sleeping
for months in a basket or bucket until the forager is
ready to eat them. Honey can last a long time without
spoiling. Each portion may be consumed (or sold) over
time, so that each has equivalent value for the forager’s
family, delivering constant marginal utility.
There are some rather obvious shortcomings of
my analysis. As with the previous explanation, this
one is sufficient but not necessary: Mikea behaviour
is consistent with tolerated scrounging, but this does
not demonstrate that Mikea behaviour is caused by
contests between producers and scroungers based on
self-interested subconscious calculations of marginal
value. It is unclear why the tolerated scrounging
explanation applies to the Mikea case but not to Ache
or Hadza, who widely share small fruits. Tolerated
scrounging does not explain why Mikea have a sharing ethic in the first place. The theory assumes that
prey are private property under the control of the
producer.
Why Mikea rarely share, explanation 3:
social exchange

Changing social relations among Mikea
As described above, Mikea have a sharing ethos,
in that they value generosity and feel compelled to
share when others see resources they lack. But during a social network interview that I conducted with
78 Mikea adults in the region of Bevondrorano June
2017, many informants made statements suggesting
that non-sharing is also normal, as I provided in this
chapter’s epigraph. There would seem to be conflicting
norms of generosity and property.

Theory
Social anthropologists position food and gift sharing
as a collectivistic act of social creation and maintenance. As one of Lee’s (2003, 119) Kalahari informants
said about hxaro gift exchange, ‘we don’t trade with
things, we trade with people’. Sharing was the theme
of the 1998 Conference on Hunting and Gathering
Societies (CHaGS 8, see Wenzel et al. 2000), where
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Conclusions

Many Mikea food items have become market
commodities, so it is possible that Mikea do not share
foods they want to sell, thus changing generalized to
balanced reciprocity and communal to private property. Market exchange is not new for Mikea; Mikea
sold wild silk cocoons to buyers as early as the 1920s,
and have participated in several market booms since
then, for butterbeans, maize, and marine products.
Mikea oral historians recount that their ancestors used
money since they were first visited by pirates in the
seventeenth century.
If Mikea food sharing patterns reflect conflicting
norms of public generosity and private property, then
we might expect market commodities to be shared less
frequently than foods that are exclusively consumed
in the home, creating two economic spheres (sensu
Bohannan 1955). This is not the case. Feral cat, lemurs,
and wild watermelon have no market value, and yet
are not shared.
A second possibility is that Mikea are abandoning traditional norms of generosity because
food is too scarce, as has been documented among
Ik (Turnbull 1972), Gwembe Tonga (Colson 1979),
and Mpimbwe (Kasper & Borgerhoff Mulder 2015).
During focus group discussions about poverty and
wealth in 2006 (Tucker et al. 2011), Mikea described
themselves as poorer than Masikoro and Vezo, but
explained that this is not due to a lack of food, but a
lack of political status vis-à-vis their neighbours. At
that time, Mikea experienced less food insecurity than
Masikoro (Tucker et al. 2010). But today, following
their displacement from the Mikea Forest by the new
national park, many Mikea are experiencing rather
severe food shortages, as I witnessed in the community of Bevondrorano in June 2017. Despite their right
to forage within the park, Mikea at Bevondrorano
complained that even when they forage outside of
the park, they are accosted by people claiming to be
park guards who demand they pay fines. As a result,
Mikea forage close to home, exhausting local tuber
patches. Agricultural profits were very low due to
severe drought, and most families had lost most of
their cattle and goats to bandits and their poultry to
disease. Many informants told us that their biggest
struggle was finding food for their children, and that
adults often slept hungry.
Changed and eroded norms could account for
low sharing. But as with the previous explanations,
this explanation is sufficient but not necessary. It
does not explain why some foods are shared more
frequently than others, and it assumes that Mikea
once had norms of generosity and common property like those of other foragers, which has not been
demonstrated.

Why Mikea rarely share most foods
I have offered three explanations for why Mikea rarely
share most foods: because, due to their agro-pastoral
ancestry, they treat food like clan property; because,
consistent with the tolerated scrounging model, self-interested foragers are unlikely to share small and synchronously acquired foods; and because social norms
of generosity and property have changed due to market
involvement and poverty. I have concluded that each
explanation is consistent with some of the data from
Belò, but there is not sufficient evidence to conclude
that property norms, conflicting self-interests, or eroded
social institutions are the cause of observed behaviour.
I suspect that all of these explanations have some
validity, for Mikea strategically negotiate a complex
set of conflicting norms of generosity and property.
Ancestral norms of clan property, that anthropologists
associate with agro-pastoralism, continue to influence
how Mikea distribute livestock meat, for livestock
sacrifice to honour ancestors continues to be central
to Mikea cultural life. The size and synchronous availability of foods probably plays some role in the frequency with which they are shared, even if tolerated
scrounging cannot fully explain why Mikea share food
so much less frequently than do many other foragers.
If Mikea share food out of competitive self-interest,
this could just as well be a result of historical shifts to
market exchange and increased poverty, rather than
the ‘human nature’ envisioned by individual selectionist evolutionary theory.
Mikea’s sharing ethos, visible in the value they
place on generosity, could be relict from time before
wild foods were market commodities, and before
the stresses of the National Park, and perhaps before
French colonization. Some informants have made this
claim; a common discourse is that in former days, two
foragers who happened to meet in the forest would
exchange game. Other informants claim that Mikea
were more generous before the year 2000, when a joint
commission of governmental and non-governmental
organizations effectively halted Mikea agriculture in
the forest in the name of environmental protection.
When I started fieldwork in the mid 1990s, it was very
common for Mikea to gift a chicken or small game to
visitors; more recently, Mikea offer visitors the chance
to purchase these products. Contemporary Mikea
people balance sharing obligations with recognition
of the market value of foods, and very real needs to
feed their children daily, in the context of scarcity.
We should not be surprised that food sharing
among Mikea is a complicated mix of history, strategy,
and culture. Recent accounts of hunter-gatherer adap245
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Angus declares that Scotsmen do not put
sugar on their porridge, to which Lachlan
points out that he is a Scotsman and puts
sugar on his porridge. Furious, like a true
Scot, Angus yells that no true Scotsman puts
sugar on his porridge.
Richardson, 2012,
‘What is your logical fallacy?’

tation to cash economies make this clear. Canadian
Inuit have renegotiated what goods should be shared
according to the cultural institution of ningigtuk (Wenzel 2000), and gender roles for cash and food income
production that enables ningigtuk (Quintal-Marineau
and Wenzel, chapter 14, this volume). Likewise, Artemova (chapter 15, this volume) documents the continuity of indigenous Australian sharing traditions into
the modern cash economy.
Social change is not a recent phenomenon. Foragers have been influenced by kingdoms, empires,
exchange, slavery, and colonialism since the dawn
of the Holocene (Lee & Guenther 1991; Solway & Lee
1990; Wilmsen 1989; Wilmsen & Denbow 1990). We
should expect that the food sharing behaviours of
prehistoric foragers were equally complicated. Nor
should we be surprised that people simultaneously
conform to conflicting norms. Knight & Astuti (2008)
argue convincingly that people commonly accept
conflicting cultural norms without acknowledging
them or attempting to resolve them.

Hunter-gatherer scholars commit the No True Scotsman fallacy when they exclude societies from the
forager category that do not align with models of
idealized foragers, such as foragers who do not share
food. Societies that do not conform to what Isaac (1990)
called the ‘generalized forager model’ (egalitarianism,
low population density, lack of territoriality, limited
storage, and fluctuating band membership), are often
relegated to other categories, such as ‘complex hunter-gatherer’, ‘forager-horticulturalist’, ‘sedentarized
forager’, ‘post-forager’, or ‘Australian’ (for many
Australian foraging societies defy the generalized
forager model).
If we define ‘hunter-gatherer’ as anything other
than a person or society who lives by hunting and
gathering, then we risk creating a thing of bias that is
arbitrary to the facts and that promotes the unilinear
spectre. Perhaps worst of all, we create a thing that
has causal agency based on some purported essential
property, as if people do what they do because of the
type of society they belong to. In actual fact, people do
not naturally predicate their behaviours on the categories social scientists put them into (Kelly 2013, 21–2).
A second way to view the critique that Mikea do
not share food because they are not foragers requires
neither categorical purity nor unilinear progress, but
instead considers what factors, common to some foragers but not exclusive to foraging societies, predict food
sharing. This kind of argument does not seek cause
in categorical essence, but in ecology, sociology, and
politics. As I have discussed, cultural ecology provides
reasons why foraging, farming, and herding subsistence modes may require specific social institutions to
solve their particular ecological challenges. Sillander
(chapter 5) argues that food sharing is common when
societies exhibit ‘open aggregation’, when communities
can easily incorporate new members and customs; and
‘relatedness’, particularly, a shared ethos of kinship.
The ethnographic record demonstrates that
property norms vary considerably among foraging
societies. For example, Hadza of Tanzania seem
socially unable to monopolize property, which may
be why they have rarely practiced agriculture (Blurton
Jones 2016). Kalahari Ju’/hoansi freely give away possessions in hxaro exchange and consider food patches

Theoretical conclusion 1: Anthropologists should not
necessarily assume that food sharing pertains to foragers
Of all of anthropology’s specialties, hunter-gatherer
studies have had the most difficulty vanquishing the
spectre of Victorian-era unilinear social evolutionism.
The spectre is resurrected almost every time we voice
a generalization about foragers, for example, that they
share food. When researchers make this generalization, we unwittingly frame people and behaviours
after a style that has less to do with the observed data,
and more to do with European cultural bias; specifically, imaginings ‘man in the state of nature’ without
private property.
I am accustomed to hearing from fellow hunter-gatherer specialists the critique that Mikea do not
share food (or are not strictly egalitarian, or deviate
some other way from the forager stereotype) because
their agro-pastoral roots locate them outside the category of a true hunter-gatherer. There are two ways
to interpret this critique.
One way imagines that there are some pure
examples of the hunter-gatherer type out there, presumably African foragers in the Rift Valley or the
Kalahari Desert, and that groups like Mikea are not
them. This argument employs a fallacy that tends to
lurk behind the spectre of unilinear evolutionism in
hunter-gatherer studies: no true Scotsman (Flew 1975).
No true Scotsman involves:
Making what could be called an appeal to
purity as a way to dismiss relevant criticisms or flaws of an argument.
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are traveling you never carry food… as long
as you know that you are passing where
there are people you will eat whether you
know people or not (Turkana informant
quoted in Johnson 2000, 99).

to be common property, but family groups develop
claims to waterholes (!Nore), so that non-members
must ask permission before settling near them (Lee
1979). By contrast, many indigenous Australian societies have the kinds of corporate descent groups that we
normally expect of agro-pastoralists, including clanowned ‘estates’ (Barker 1976). The so-called ‘complex
hunter-gatherers’, such as the Kwakwaka’wakw of
North America’s Pacific Coast, have descent groups
(numima), and personal and clan property (Rohner &
Rohner 1970).
The performance of food sharing also varies
among foraging societies. Rebecca Bliege Bird (personal communication, 2016) has told me that after a
day of foraging, Martu of Australia’s Western Desert
will immediately divide all foods evenly among all
present without apparent negotiation, even with individuals who did not contribute much (this conforms to
Artemova’s account in chapter 15). By contrast, Frank
Marlowe (personal communication, 2016) describes
Hadza food sharing as a constant stream of demands
and bluffs. Echoing my description of Mikea, Marlowe said that it was not uncommon for his Hadza
informants to ask him to hide their game in his truck
to avoid obligations to share.
Food sharing is not exclusive to societies we call
hunter-gatherers. Evans-Pritchard writes of the Nuer
of South Sudan in the 1930s:

In Bohannan & Bohannan’s ethnography of agricultural Tiv of Nigeria (1968, 143), they describe networks
of gift exchange for developing social relationships.
They also describe the movement of food across the
landscape in lean times.
Yam harvest can begin a week or two earlier
in southern Tivland than in central areas,
and baskets of yams are, on request, sent
north in early August, just as grain had been
sent south earlier. This movement of food is
not organized; it takes place on a kinship or
a friendship basis and is morally important
to Tiv…. Tiv insist that these gifts are not
reciprocated, even though a person is more
likely to ‘send hunger’ to someone who has
formerly sent food to him than to someone
who has not (Bohannan & Bohannan 1968,
143).
In this volume, Sillander (chapter 5) describes food
sharing among Bentian horticulturalists of Indonesian
Borneo.

Although each household owns its own
food, does its own cooking, and provides
independently for the needs of its members,
men, and much less, women and children,
eat in one another’s homes to such an extent
that, looked at from the outside, the whole
community is seen to be partaking in a
joint food supply. Rules of hospitality and
conventions about the division of meat and
fish lead to far wider sharing of food than
a bare statement of the principles of ownership would suggest…. (Evans-Pritchard
1940, 84).

Theoretical conclusion 2: The time is right for
evolutionary and social anthropologists to work
together
There has been an unfortunate and unproductive
degree of acrimony between evolutionary and social
anthropologists during the past few decades on topics such as hunter-gatherer food sharing, stemming,
I believe, from their divergent starting assumptions
about human nature (Fuentes 2004; Tucker 2014).
In this chapter I have contrasted evolutionary
anthropologists’ approach to food sharing, which
is to find some selfish benefit for being nice, versus
social anthropologists’ approach, which assumes that
human nature is social.
In the twenty-first century an increasing number of evolutionary scholars accept that humans
(and other organisms) are often not self-interested,
but act for the good of others or the group (Boyd
& Richerson 2010; Richerson et al. 2016; Wilson &
Wilson 2007). If one’s membership in a group has
similar or greater impact on one’s survival and reproduction than one’s individual traits or choices, then
the survival of the group becomes more important
than individual advantage. Even detractors accept

Similarly, Johnson (2000, 98) says of nomadic Turkana
herders, ‘Food sharing, unlike livestock exchange, is
a daily experience for all Turkana; food is not only
shared with family members, but often with neighbours, friends, and on occasion, even with unknown
passers-by’. One of Johnson’s informants explained,
‘Turkana is a culture of sharing’ (Johnson 2000, 103).
Another informant elaborated:
…in Turkana, the generous people are
many, the greedy are few… whenever you
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that ‘group selection’ occurs; they argue that this is
just another way to look at individual selection and
kin selection, and individual self-interest still drives
the desire to work for the group (West et al. 2008,
2011). Proponents aver that group selection permits
evolutionary scholars fresh perspectives on cultural
phenomena, particularly social institutions such as
religion, ethnicity, and exchange (Atran & Henrich
2010; Boyd & Richerson 2010; Richerson et al. 2016.).
Food sharing is one of these cultural phenomena. We need not explain away generosity with nepotism, reciprocal altruism, trade, costly signalling,
or tolerated scrounging. People could be generous
as the result of ‘norms of strong reciprocity’, shared
cultural concepts that function to keep groups cohesive (Gintis 2000). We are finally at a moment when
explanations based on culture history, individual’s
strategic interests, and social exchange may coexist
within a common theoretical umbrella, facilitating
exploration of the plural causes for behaviour.
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